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GUN PRO 
ANTI-JAM 
MAGAZINES 
4 Gun Pro has added 

two new models to its 

Anti-Jam Magazine line, 

including seven- and 
10-round 9mm models 

for 1911s. These maga-

zines are made here in the 

U.S. with the highest-
quality materials and 

craftsmanship. The new 
Nose-Dive Control Spring increases reliability 

in all single-stack 1911 pistols using standard 

round-nose or hollow-point bullets. The polished 

and fitted body, spring and follower also work to 

provide smooth feeding. (gunpro.us) 

Aia  STOCKPILE 

IIM NEW AND NOTEWORTHY GEAR 
THAT YOU SIMPLY CAN'T MISS 

CMMG 9 AR CONVERSION MAGAZINES 
4 Now you can run a 9mm CMMG upper receiver that 

uses the company's radial-delayed blowback operating 
system with a standard AR-15 lower—not one specially 

designed for 9mm stick magazines. You simply 

slide the adapter inside a Magpul Gen M2 or 

M3 PMAG body designed for 5.56mm NATO 
rounds. The adapter comes set up for 10 

rounds, but you can easily modify it to hold 15, 20 

or 30 rounds of 9mm ammunition. (cmmginc.com) 

CONTINUOUS PRECISION CZ EDT 
4 The Continuous Precision Enhanced Duty 

Trigger (EDT) for CZ P-10 C and F pistols 

features a 25-percent reduction in pretravel, 

overtravel and weight. Crafted from 6061-T6 
aluminum with a flat serrated 

face, these new triggers 

are true drop-in upgrades. 

Continuous Precision is 

working on a Precision 

version of the trigger 

as well, which will 

feature a 40-

percent reduction 

in weight pretravel 
and overtravel. While the first 100 EDTs 

were gold, future triggers will only be 
available in black. (cpcustomguns.com) 

CZ SCORPION 
EVO 3 S1 CARBINE 
MAGPUL EDITION 

4 With Magpul unveiling several different 

accessories for the CZ Scorpion EVO 

3 series earlier this year, it only makes 
sense for CZ-USA to offer a carbine 

version with all of the add-ons 
already included. The Magpul 

Edition carbine comes with 35-round magazines, 

an MOE-EVO grip, a Zhukov-S folding stock, an 

MOE-EVO magazine release and MBUS sights. 
The forend has M-LOK slots for accessories, and 

shooters can choose between a muzzle brake or 

faux suppressor for the barrel. (cz-usa.com) 

ETS MAGAZINES 
4 Everyone's a fan of clear 

magazines. They look cool and 

help you see how many rounds 

are left. On the handgun side, 

Glock fans have been able to 
enjoy translucent Elite Tactical 

System 8 (ETS) magazines for a 

while. But now ETS is rolling out 

new models for Sig Sauer P320 

and Smith & Wesson M&P 

series pistols. Various capacities 
are available, including 15-, 17-, 

22- and 30-round mags for the 

P320. (etsgroup.us) 
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MICROTECH DIRAC 
4  The all-new Dirac is Microtech's first 

double-action knife with a cover-firing 

sliding blade. The ergonomic chassis has 

curved lines similar to the HALO's for a 

slightly different feel compared to the com-
pany's other handles. Microtech researched 

this particular out-the-front (OTF) design 

and applied its signature ultra-high-
tolerance features, such as proprietary 

hardware, an innovative internal mechanism 

and a glass breaker. With an overall length 

of 7.25 inches, the Dirac is just right for an 

EDC knife. (microtechknives.com) 

NIGHT FISION PERFECT DOT 
TRITIUM NIGHT SIGHTS 
—> When it comes to tritium gun sights, alu-

minum sleeves and painted-on white rings 
are the norm. But Night Fision breaks the 

mold. Its patent-pending, injection-molded 

sleeve design not only holds the tritium vials 

securely in place but creates a brighter and 
more durable ring. Night Fision calls it the 

Perfect Dot, and it provides maximum visi-

bility both day and night. These sights come 
in multiple colors, including white, orange, 
yellow, red and blue, and in many different 

configurations for pistols from Canik, Glock, 
Smith & Wesson, Sig Sauer and Springfield 

Armory. (nightfision.com) 

GERMAN PRECISION OPTICS RANGEGUIDE 
4  The 10x5Omm RangeGuide combines spectacular optical quality and 

modern electronic range-finding technology in a compact set of binoculars. 

The 50mm objective lenses, coupled with "GPObright" high-transmission 

lens coatings, provide an exceptionally bright view in low light, while the 

magnesium body and armor coatings make it tough enough to use in any 

outdoor environment. And it's capable of ranging out to more than 3,000 

yards. If you need to see your game and know the distance in every hunt-

ing environment, the RangeGuide is your winning ticket. (gpo-usa.com) 

HOLOSUN HS507C 
—> The new HS507C from Holosun 

is a pistol-sized reflex sight with 

an open frame for a great sight 

picture, clear glass and a 
rugged 7075-T6 aluminum 

housing. It is powered by a 

CR2032 battery but can also 

use solar power as a backup. 

Users can also switch the reticle from 

a 32-MOA circle around a 2-MOA dot to just 
the ring or just the dot, all at the push of a button. 

Better yet, the same LED projects all three reti-

cles, so no re-zeroing is necessary. (holosun.com) 

MAXIM DEFENSE SCW 
4  The new SCW stock from Maxim 

Defense is extremely 

compact yet durable 

and comfortable. 

There aren't any but-
tons to push. You just 

pull the stock back to 
deploy it, with five length-of-

pull positions available. At its most 
collapsed position, the SCW 

adds 4 inches to your AR-15's 

overall length. Fully extended, it adds 8.75 inches. 

Made from hardcoat anodized 7075-T6 aluminum, 

the SCW is designed to fit mil-spec AR-15 lower 

receiver extensions. (maximdefense.com) 
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